The evacuation of football stadium scenarios as examples of evolution of complex system are discussed. The models are presented as movements of individuals according to elds of displacements, calculated correspondingly to the given scenario. The assumption has been made that the most ecient evacuation is left based on the accordance of symmetry of allowed space, and this symmetry is taken into account while calculating the displacements eld.
Introduction
The behavior of social systems inuenced by some external conditions may be considered as analogical to the behavior of solid states exposed to temperature or external electric or magnetic elds. Both systems are complex, containing many interacting elements, and are realized in strictly dened spaces. These spaces are often strongly restricted, and, because of these restrictions, not all types of evolutions of these systems are allowed. When these spaces are symmetrical (i.e. in crystals) the types of systems' behavior, permitted by the symmetry of these spaces can be predicted on the basis of theory of groups and representations.
The symmetry analysis method (SAM) [1] has been successfully used for many years, allowing for the significant simplication of the descriptions of dierent types of phase transitions in crystals. The rst attempt of the SAM application for modeling the evacuation of one oor of skyscraper, in which the symmetry of allowed space had been broken because of an accident, is presented in our work at knowledge-based and intelligent engineering systems agents and multi-agent systems technologies and applications (KESAMSTA) [2] .
It has been proved that the evacuation along the paths related to the eld of displacements calculated by SAM in accordance with symmetry of allowed space resulted in a slightly longer time of evacuation (because those paths are not the shortest ways to the exits) but the signi- * corresponding author; e-mail: sikora@novell.ftj.agh.edu.pl cantly lower average press acting on evacuated individuals, when compared with typical shortest paths.
It is known that too big press acting on evacuated persons during evacuation is likely to cause tragic accidents, so the possibility to lower this press seems to be important. Given the crowd psychology laws, it is hardly realistic to assume that in empty space of the oor the evacuated individuals would choose the SAM indicated paths to the exits and not the shortest way, even if they would be driven by the ambient intelligence (AMI) devices. There are some types of constructions, gathering many people, where there is the possibility to build the paths of evacuation in accordance with SAM eld of displacements. The typical football stadium is an example of such a construction.
In this work the model of evacuation of one oor of skyscraper described in [2] is applied to one sector of the football stadium. The football stadium built from many similar sectors is a very good approximation of the structure fullling the periodic boundary conditions. The results of symmetry calculations done for the one oor of skyscraper may be applied also to planning the evacuation paths on the stadium sector. Below we discuss the evacuation of a stadium, whose architecture takes into account the symmetry calculations and compare it with evacuation of traditional stadium.
Elements of the symmetry analysis method
The symmetry group of an object is dened as special set of transformations which leave this object unchanged. Among the elements of space groups are translations, mirror planes, inversions and some special rotations around the axis, as well as combinations of them all. The real symmetry of the sector is described by P 1m1
space group. The arrangement of chairs and evacuation paths guaranteeing quick and safe evacuation, the elds of displacement which correspond with full symmetry of available space (as polar vectors), and individuals speeds (as scalar quantities) should be calculated by using correspondingly the vector and scalar type SAM.
According to P 1m1 symmetry group the number of positions in the sector, which should be regarded is reduced to 1/2, but the directions of displacements which should be dened on these positions remain free. Because the steps leading to exits, the displacements at each positions should have the z components, directed to the upwards. As it is can be seen in Table, such relation between z components belongs to the τ 1 representation.
From SAM follows that τ 1 does not change the initial symmetry and may be associated with any representation. The best choice of x and y components of displacement directions from evacuation point of view as may be seen in Fig. 1 can be made by treating the P 1m1 group as the broken symmetry of P mm2 group generated by τ 4 representation of k = (0, 0, 0). This leads to eld of displacements, and corresponding eld of speeds as given in Table quoted below. Taking into account the vector eld of displacements got by the treatment mentioned above the paths for evacuation are designed in one stadium sector. Fig. 1 . The restriction of allowed space from P mm2 to P 1m1 symmetry subsequent with installation of chairs in the stadium sector. calculations of acting press, but they are time consuming (however they can be performed even in real-time for small numbers of pedestrians [6] ).
In this paper we present the results of simulations realized using modied Helbing method elaborated by Malinowski. The aim of this method is presented below.
The original Helbing model [5, 7] is based on the equation of motion (4.1) of the i-th individual exists. As the result we get the eld of numbers (Fig. 2a) .
In the second step we cast lines from each cell in every direction and look for minimal value. The length of the normalized vector that connects the actual cell with the cell with the lowest founded value (in this case 4) is the desired direction (as shows in Fig. 2b) . At least the eld of displacements is got (Fig. 2c) . The last part of a sum is pedestrian-obstacle force calculation. This part contains also a small force that reects the fact that in most cases people do not want to stay too close to wall. In our case we took only these small forces into consideration, and we pre-calculated it for average sized pedestrian and added them to previously calculated eld of forces. We lost another nice feature of original Helbing model here when pedestrian stays close to wall and other pedestrians push him/ her, the original model allows to calculate how large force is applied to this pedestrian and when it exceeds some value we can consider pedestrian seriously injured. In our model we assume that all obstacles are constructed from segments and we use fast line-circle collision detection algorithm to avoid pedestrians walking through walls [11] .
If no real time calculations are required, the new future can be reintroduced into the model. During the lecture hall H4 experiment made on AGH it became obvious that the shortest path approach to simulation is not the best option. As it has been previously described we use front weave method to nd the shortest path. In such an approach pedestrians starting from point 1, 2, and 3 go to the left (Fig. 3a) , is there anyone sitting in the same row or not. We introduce combination of two solutions to eliminate such an unnatural pedestrians' behavior. The rst solution does not depend of the starting arrangement of pedestrians. When we look at the H4 hall plan we can notice that pedestrians may consider space between desks not so comfortable to walk thus they may prefer to walk to the right side where more comfortable walk area is located. To incorporate that fact into our simulation we introduced the so-called penalty areas (grey areas in Fig. 3b ).
In the white area the front weave method takes distance between neighbor cells equal to 1. In the grey area the front weave method changes cell to cell value by more than 1 (1.6 in our case). This change in algorithm divides the rows into parts, that are not equal. The pedestrians that found themselves at the start on the right side of the black line decide to go to the right whereas the pedestrians that found themselves on the left side of the black line decide to go to the left. Adding this feature makes our simulation a little more realistic but still far from the real experiment.
The second solution depends on pedestrians' location.
It can be used as both static and dynamic method. In the static case (we use this approach in our case) more penalties area are added in preparation phase when desired velocities are calculated. In every place where pedestrians are present at the beginning of simulation we place additional penalty area in the shape of square with size a = 3r (where r is a radius of pedestrian) (Fig. 3c ).
After adding this extra area, the simulation almost precisely mimics reality. Some pedestrians choose left side when the others choose the right side. In the dynamic version of those penalty areas from pedestrians can be applied in every simulation step. We did not test this solution due to some eciency problem.
As the information about the press acting on pedestrian is very important, in the next step of our simplied model the magnitude of force acting on i-th agent from other agents (pressing on given agent) is calculated according to formula
The sum is going over j = i and j ∈ {n } the set of agents, which are at given moment t in state of collision with some other agent, A is some constant (related for example to emotional states of agents, their speeds etc.), |r i − r j | is the corresponding distance between i and j agents, e j are the unit vectors along the directions of motion of j-th agents. Force transfer in this model is similar to the one of a system of hard spheres. Such treatment gives, even in our simplied model, the possibility to analyze approximate quantity of average force (pressing)
acting on a pedestrian during evacuation, maximal and minimal per-pedestrian pressing and places where they appear.
Simulation of stadium evacuation
The vector eld calculated by SAM for a stadium sector is presented in Fig. 4 . The sector architecture which and velocities eld used in the simulation (Fig. 6 ). The traditional stadium sector architecture is given in Fig. 7 . The dierences between normal and symmetrical sector (case d) when the press per pedestrian is considered Fig. 7 . Table of the nal eld of velocities calculated for the simulation of a stadium sector evacuation for traditional model. 
